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Two Interpolatory Cubic Splines
D. KERSHAW

Department of Mathematics, University of Lancaster, Bailrigg, Lancaster

The third order and the uniform cubic spline are defined and shown to have O(h3) and
O(hA) convergence respectively when used for interpolation.
1. Introduction
A

arises as the solution of the following interpolation problem.
"Given numbers t0, t,..., tN, where 0 = t0 < t < • • • tN = 1, find z e C 2 [0,1]
such that if x0, xx
xN are given numbers then
NATURAL CUBIC SPLINE

(i) z(ti) = x t ,
(ii)

r.

i=

0,l,...,N

|z<2)(0l2 dt is a minimum."

It can be shown (see for example Ahlberg, Nilson & Walsh, 1967, p. 76) that the
unique function y which solves this problem is, in each of the intervals [/,, r, +1 ], a
polynomial of degree at most three, and that j><2)(0) = ^ C2) (l) = 0. If it is assumed that
xt = x(ti), i = 0, 1
N where x e C*[0, 1] then, with the uniform norm on [0,1],
\\x-y\\ = O(h2) where h = max (r, +1 - / f ) .
A careful analysis reveals that an improvement in this result is possible, and in
Kershaw (1971) it is shown that max \x{t)—y(i)\ = O(h*) on an interval contained
in [0,1] which expands to fill it as h decreases to zero. The OQi2) of the uniform norm
of the error is a direct result of the minimization requirement (ii) which leads to the
natural boundary conditions on yl2) at t = t0, tN (namely / 2 ) (f 0 ) = yi2\tN) = 0);
and if, for example, the correct values of the first derivative are imposed at the points
t = t0, h instead of the natural conditions, then the convergence would be 0(A4)
uniformly on [0, 1] (further details will be found in Kershaw, 1971). However in an
interpolation problem usually only function values are known at the interpolation
points and it is the main purpose if this note to describe two interpolatory cubic splines
which have more favourable convergence properties than the natural one but which
require no additional information. One of these, the third order cubic spline, has
O(h3) convergence; the other, the uniform cubic spline has O(fi*) convergence.
2. Notation and Definitions
y denotes a cubic spline on [0, 1] with the knots t0, tu ..., tN; that is, y e C2[0,1]
and the restriction of y to each interval [th tl+l] is a polynomial of degree at most three.
x is an element of C"[0,1] where n is to be taken appropriate to the context, and
we define Mn = ||x<">|| = max |x<n)(0l.
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We use the following abbreviations;

3. Preliminary Results
Three lemmas will be given in this section. The first is a simple consequence of
Hermite's two-point interpolation formula.
LEMMA 3.1

W 0 - X 0 I < i* max {IxF'-A,-!, \x[l+\-Xi+1\} + h4MJ2SS

(3.1)

for ti ^ / s$ ti+l.
It is clear from this last result that 0{hA) is the best order of approximation which
can be expected of the spline; moreover the precise order will depend on max \x\l}—A t\.
LEMMA 3.2

i = l,2
JV-1.
(3.2)
The proof follows from the observation that the left hand side of (3.2) can be rewritten with aid of (2.1) as 6iidxilh-[x\lJl+Ax\v>+x\^x],
and this expression is easily
shown to be equal to the right hand side of (3.2). As we stated in Section 2 it is
necessary to adjoin to the equations (2.1) two further equations in order to determine
a cubic spline. Two possible pairs are given in Lemma 3.3 below. We present this
without proof, however we indicate now the motivation which gave rise to one of
them. (It will be clear that splines of higher order can be treated in a similar fashion,
but we do not consider this problem here.)
We require one of the extra equations to have the form
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h = yl" = y{i\tt),
i = o,i,...,
N,
and we assume that y( = y(tt) = x(tt), i = 0, 1 , . . . , N.
For simplicity of presentation we suppose that ti+1 — tt = h, consequently
tt = ih = i/N, i = 0 , 1 , . . . , N. The technique which is used here to examine convergence behaviour can be applied when the knots are not uniformly distributed and
indeed many of the results in the general case will be found to be substantially the
same. However it is felt that the added generality is of little practical importance.
The following set of relations is a direct consequence of y being a cubic spline
(see Ahlberg, Nilson & Walsh, 1967, p. 11),
W i - i +4A,+A j+1 ] = 6v&y, = 6fi5xb
i = 1, 2 , . . . , N-1.
(2.1)
When Ao, Ax
AN are known the spline can be constructed in each interval by the
use of Hermite's two-point interpolation formula, but clearly the relations of (2.1)
are insufficient to determine Ao, Xu ..., AN when y0, yu ..., yN are given. If the spline
is natural the following pair of equations is satisfied in addition to those of (2.1);
h[2X0+AJ = 3Ax0,
AtAn_x+2XN] = 3VxN.
(2.2)
As was stated, these N+l linear algebraic equations are sufficient to determine
uniquely Ao, Xlt...,
XN. Our aim is to find equations to replace those of (2.2) so that
the resulting set of equations will determine cubic splines which have better convergence properties than the natural one.
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where the scalars a and b are to be chosen so that when this is rewritten in the form
then the right hand side vanishes for any polynomial of degree two. It will be found
that this is true if a — 1 and b = 2jh.
LEMMA 3.3

Vo-xW + Vi-4"!
C V . - X ^ I + LA*-*^]

= -fc2x(3>/6,
= ~h2x^l6.

(

If
(3.4a)

then

[Ao-x^+irA-x^] = h3x^ll2
4. Two Interpolatory Cubic Splines
We now use the results of Lemma 3.3 to define two types of cubic spline.
Definition 4.1
A cubic spline for which
/jtAo+Ai] = 2Ay0,
/i[Ai_1+4Al+A,+1] = 6iidyi,
i = 1 , 2 , . . . , N-1,
MAw-x+Ajy] = 2VyN,
where N > 2,
will be called a third order interpolatory cubic spline.
Definition 4.2
A cubic spline for which
htto+Ui] = 2Ayo+(i5yu
Mi-x+4A,+Ai+1]
= 6/iSy,,
i=\,2,...,
N-1,
APAW_!+AN] = 2 y y N + / j 5 ^ . l f
where iV S* 3,
will be called a uniform interpolatory cubic spline.
4.3. (a) If y is the third order interpolatory cubic spline which agrees with
x e C 5 [0,1] at the knots t0, tu . .., tN, where N > 2, then
THEOREM

\\x-y\\ = O(h3).
(b) If y is the uniform interpolatory cubic spline which agrees with x e C5[0, 1] at
the knots t0, tt
tN where N > 3 then
\\x-y\\ = 0(A*).
22
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(3.3a)
then
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Proof, (a) We eliminate AQ-XJ, 0 and XN-x^}
This gives the following system of equations,

between the equations (3.2) and (3.3b).

i = 2, 3,. .., N-2,

Moreover we have
<
fc2M3/4+/j4M5/60
(4.2)
with the same bound for |AN—x^\. It remains only to insert these bounds in (3.1)
to obtain the desired result, namely
||x-,y|l < h3M3/l6+h*MJ2S8+h5Ms/240.
The proof of (b) is similar to that of (a); the precise result which we obtain is as
follows,
\\x-y\\ < 19A4M4/288+AsM5/120.
Remark
The approach used here which lead to these two cubic splines can be used successfully when the knots are not equally spaced. For the third order spline the convergence
result is again O(h3) where h = max (ti+1 — tt). The result for the uniform cubic spline
is as follows,

\x(t)-y(t)\
WO-XOI = 0(h4),
WO-XOI = o ( A 4 ) + ^
"AT-I

where ht = ti+1 — tt and h = max hr
5. Qualitative Properties
It is easily shown that if y is a cubic polynomial then
The meaning of the first equation of (3.3a) is now clear. It imposes the condition that
the cubic spline should be at most quadratic in [/0, fi]. Consequently we have the
following alternative definition of the third order cubic spline.
Definition 5.1
A third order cubic spline with the knots t0, tu . . . , tN, where N > 2, is in C2[0, 1]
and is such that
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The uniform matrix norm of the inverse of the matrix of these equations is bounded
above by \\ consequently,
max lAi-x^l < /i2M3/12+/i4M5/60.
(4.1)

TWO INTERPOLATORY CUBIC SPLINES

(i) it is a polynomial of degree at most three in [tt, tl+1], i = 1 , 2 , . . . ,
(ii) it is polynomial of degree at most two in [/0, fx] and [fjv-i. tN].
The uniform cubic spline can be shown to satisfy the following.
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N-2,

5.3. The unique z e C2[0, 1] such that for N Js 2,
(a)zt = xh
i=l,2,...,N-l,
(b) z»> = x^>,
z<*> = xP,

THEOREM

|z(2)(OI2 dt is a minimum,
Jo
is a third order cubic spline with the knots t0, tu ...,
(c)

tN.

2

5.4. The unique z e C [0,1] such that for N $5 3
(a)*, = *,, i = 0 , 2 , . . . , N-2, N,
(b) z" = x?>,
zW = j # \

THEOREM

(c)

Jo

|z (2) (0l 2 ^

is a minimum,

w a uniform cubic spline with the knots t0, tu ...,

tN.

I am grateful to Professor C. W. Clenshaw for his helpful comments.
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Definition 5.2
A uniform cubic spline with the knots t0, tu ..., tN, where N ^ 3,is in C2[0, 1] and
is such that
(i) it is a polynomial of degree at most three in [tt, ti+1], i = 0, 1 , . . . , N— 1,
(ii) j><3) is continuous at t = tu tN_t.
For completeness we state the final results. The proofs follow familiar lines.

